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Storage units Vela

Structural technical features

MODULARITY

heights
(excluding feet)

depths

widths

Feet H 5/8”

base support h 3 1/4” - 4 3/4”

660 (25 7/8”)

1220/1230 (48 1/8”/48 1/2”)
1520/1530 (59 7/8”/60 1/4”)
1820/1830 (71 3/4”/72 1/8”)
2120/2130 (83 1/2”/83 7/8”)
2420/2430 (95 3/8”/95 3/4”)

1220/1230
(48 1/8”/48 1/2”)

1300 (51 1/4”)

565 (22 1/4”)

469 (18 1/2”)

36
(1 1/2”)48

(1 7/8”)

26
(1 1/8”)

19
(3/4”)

7
(3/8”)

320
(12 5/8”)

36
(1 1/2”)

PRODUCT DATA SHEET

STRUCTURE FOR ELEMENTS in wood particle board panels* thickness 7/8” rivestiti with synthetic melamine also matt lacquered or metal or with lacquered wood veneer. 

Internal shelves in transparent tempered glass thickness 1/4”.

FRONTS in medium density *wood particle board panels thickness 7/8” with handle built-in the thickness and coated with synthetic melamine matt, glossy lacquered or 

metal or lacquered wood veneer. For glossy version the internal side of fronts is always in matt finish. 

BACK PANELS in medium density *wood particle board panels thickness 1/4” with synthetic melamine also matt lacquered or metal (possible combinations at page 124).

TURN DRAWER thickness 5/8” and BOTTOM thickness 3/8” in *wood particle board panels with melamine Juta-effect.

FRAME in medium density *wood particle board panels thickness 1/2” and in wood particle board panels* thickness 5/8” coated with synthetic melamine matt, glossy 

lacquered or metal or painted wood veneer. Black ABS FEET, diam. 1 7/8” and height 5/8” adjustable form the inside.

SOSPENDO BASE SUPPORT consisting of black metal frame with shaped laser-cut steel feet finished with epoxy or liquid painting or in methacrylate with transparent  finish.

*Wood and derivates components according to the following standards: EPA TSCA TITLE VI.

RUNNERS FOR DRAWERS
Opening with grip: High sliding full extraction metal runners with FULL EXTRACTION, end-of-run buffer with dynamic capacity of 30 kg.  “Blumotion” soft-closing 

mechanism integrated in the runner for a silence and soft closing system.. Anti-tilting pin, vertical and inclination adjustment of fronts incorporated in all system runners.  

Additional stabilizer bar for drawers width 35 1/2”.

BASE/WALL UNITS WITH HINGED DOOR W 23 5/8”-47 1/4”

External perimeter 1/2” 

thick with 45° joint and 

1/8”x1/8”corner bead        

SINGLE LH DOOR UNIT

Floor feet H 5/8”        

Customisable 

internal structure        
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DOUBLE DOOR UNIT with 

internal partition

UNIT with 4 DOORS 

with internal partition

SINGLE RH DOOR UNIT

DOOR CROSS-SECTION

Optional internal drawer 

for unit with hinged door, 

see p. 117        


